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Even we discuss guides You Are Not Here By Samantha Schutz; you could not locate the printed
publications here. A lot of compilations are supplied in soft data. It will specifically offer you much more
advantages. Why? The very first is that you could not have to carry guide almost everywhere by fulfilling the
bag with this You Are Not Here By Samantha Schutz It is for guide remains in soft data, so you could save it
in device. Then, you can open the gizmo all over and check out the book correctly. Those are some few
benefits that can be obtained. So, take all advantages of getting this soft file publication You Are Not Here
By Samantha Schutz in this web site by downloading in link offered.

From School Library Journal
Gr 9 Up-Annaleah had been spending all of her time either with Brian or thinking about him. In the space of
a few whirlwind weeks, she'd fallen in love and alienated her closest friends. When he suddenly drops dead
shooting hoops. Annaleah retreats into herself and lingers at his graveside. When Brian was alive, his
attention was hot and cold: one minute he was sweet, spontaneous, and caring, the next he'd disappear
without explanation. Was he with another girl? Much of this novel-in-verse dwells on Annaleah's grief and
her awkward position as a pseudo girlfriend who had never met Brian's family or friends. In the midst of her
sorrow, her longing for her own long-gone father and anger toward her present-but-absent mother pop into
her thoughts. Though her voice rings true, her endless grief becomes tedious, even as the narrative pace
moves quickly. However, this "enough already!" reaction echoes the feelings of her patiently skeptical
friends. Eventually, her heartache reaches a neat resolution in the shape of a new boy. While there is an "aha"
moment in relation to her father, the mother thread hangs loosely at book's end. Though certainly not unique
among novels-in-verse for teenagers (think Lisa Schroeder's books), Schutz's work will undoubtedly be
welcomed by fans of the genre.-Jill Heritage Maza, Greenwich High School, CT (c) Copyright 2010. Library
Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.

From Booklist
Children’s book editor Schutz’s first novel is actually her second book, the first being the memoir I Don’t
Want to Be Crazy (2006). Both books are told in free verse, a technique that nicely serves the highly
emotional content of this story. Its teenage protagonist, Annaleah, is mourning the tragic death of Brian, her
occasional lover and boyfriend. Reflecting almost obsessively on their ill-defined relationship, Annaleah
realizes she never really knew the secretive Brian, a gifted artist and athlete. Suffering from what appears to
be clinical depression, Annaleah withdraws from the world and refuses offers of help from her few good
friends. Her endless self-examination and occasional self-pity create a claustrophobic atmosphere that some
readers will find stifling, though others will enjoy its theme of tragic lost love. That said, the author’s verse is
always skillfully written and successfully captures and enhances the melancholy mood of her material.
Grades 9-12. --Michael Cart

Review
Praise for I Don't Want to Be Crazy



"Versifying a novel takes craft and dedication. Versifying a memoir takes courage. Samantha Schutz must be
commended for allowing readers such a personal glimpse of this frightening piece of her life experience." -
Ellen Hopkins, author of Crank and Tricks
"Once readers pick up this insightful debut, they will not be able to put it down." -Voice of Youth Advocates
"Intense, intimate, and heartbreaking. I had to remind myself to breathe." -Deb Caletti, author of The Queen
of Everything
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This is it guide You Are Not Here By Samantha Schutz to be best seller lately. We give you the very best
deal by obtaining the amazing book You Are Not Here By Samantha Schutz in this internet site. This You
Are Not Here By Samantha Schutz will not only be the kind of book that is hard to discover. In this site, all
sorts of books are supplied. You could browse title by title, writer by author, and also publisher by author to
figure out the best book You Are Not Here By Samantha Schutz that you can review now.

It can be one of your morning readings You Are Not Here By Samantha Schutz This is a soft documents book
that can be survived downloading and install from online publication. As recognized, in this advanced age,
innovation will certainly reduce you in doing some tasks. Even it is merely reading the visibility of book soft
documents of You Are Not Here By Samantha Schutz can be extra feature to open up. It is not only to open
up as well as conserve in the gadget. This moment in the morning and also other leisure time are to read the
book You Are Not Here By Samantha Schutz

Guide You Are Not Here By Samantha Schutz will certainly always make you positive worth if you do it
well. Completing guide You Are Not Here By Samantha Schutz to check out will certainly not become the
only objective. The objective is by getting the positive worth from guide up until the end of the book. This is
why; you have to find out even more while reading this You Are Not Here By Samantha Schutz This is not
only just how quickly you check out a book as well as not only has how many you completed guides; it is
about exactly what you have acquired from guides.
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A startling novel about love and grief from the author of the acclaimed memoir I Don't Want to Be Crazy.

Annaleah and Brian shared something special - Annaleah is sure of it. When they were together, they didn't
need anyone else. It didn't matter that their relationship was
secret. All that mattered was what they had with each other.

And then, out of nowhere, Brian dies. And while everyone else has their role in the grieving process,
Annaleah finds herself living outside of it, unacknowledged and lonely.
How can you recover from a loss that no one will let you have?
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Gr 9 Up-Annaleah had been spending all of her time either with Brian or thinking about him. In the space of
a few whirlwind weeks, she'd fallen in love and alienated her closest friends. When he suddenly drops dead
shooting hoops. Annaleah retreats into herself and lingers at his graveside. When Brian was alive, his
attention was hot and cold: one minute he was sweet, spontaneous, and caring, the next he'd disappear
without explanation. Was he with another girl? Much of this novel-in-verse dwells on Annaleah's grief and
her awkward position as a pseudo girlfriend who had never met Brian's family or friends. In the midst of her
sorrow, her longing for her own long-gone father and anger toward her present-but-absent mother pop into
her thoughts. Though her voice rings true, her endless grief becomes tedious, even as the narrative pace
moves quickly. However, this "enough already!" reaction echoes the feelings of her patiently skeptical
friends. Eventually, her heartache reaches a neat resolution in the shape of a new boy. While there is an "aha"
moment in relation to her father, the mother thread hangs loosely at book's end. Though certainly not unique
among novels-in-verse for teenagers (think Lisa Schroeder's books), Schutz's work will undoubtedly be
welcomed by fans of the genre.-Jill Heritage Maza, Greenwich High School, CT (c) Copyright 2010. Library
Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.

From Booklist
Children’s book editor Schutz’s first novel is actually her second book, the first being the memoir I Don’t
Want to Be Crazy (2006). Both books are told in free verse, a technique that nicely serves the highly



emotional content of this story. Its teenage protagonist, Annaleah, is mourning the tragic death of Brian, her
occasional lover and boyfriend. Reflecting almost obsessively on their ill-defined relationship, Annaleah
realizes she never really knew the secretive Brian, a gifted artist and athlete. Suffering from what appears to
be clinical depression, Annaleah withdraws from the world and refuses offers of help from her few good
friends. Her endless self-examination and occasional self-pity create a claustrophobic atmosphere that some
readers will find stifling, though others will enjoy its theme of tragic lost love. That said, the author’s verse is
always skillfully written and successfully captures and enhances the melancholy mood of her material.
Grades 9-12. --Michael Cart

Review
Praise for I Don't Want to Be Crazy

"Versifying a novel takes craft and dedication. Versifying a memoir takes courage. Samantha Schutz must be
commended for allowing readers such a personal glimpse of this frightening piece of her life experience." -
Ellen Hopkins, author of Crank and Tricks
"Once readers pick up this insightful debut, they will not be able to put it down." -Voice of Youth Advocates
"Intense, intimate, and heartbreaking. I had to remind myself to breathe." -Deb Caletti, author of The Queen
of Everything

Most helpful customer reviews

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Deeply moving, realistic
By Molly P.
"You Are Not Here" is a first-person, poetic account by a sixteen-year-old whose first love has just died
unexpectedly. Annaleah is grief-stricken and becomes very despondent, obsessing over how much she
misses Brian -- even though he was far from perfect, and they weren't officially boyfriend and girlfriend. In
fact, he never said he loved her. But she certainly loved him, and his death clobbers her senses and causes
her to shut down, at least for a good while.

This book is beautifully and hauntingly written. The emotions and feelings Annaleah experienced were very
believable. Not since Judy Blume's "Tiger Eyes" have I read a book about a death/loss that got everything
so... right. (I know everyone deals with a loss differently, but both of these books, to me, seemed to nail it.)

In addition to the loss of Brian, the story also deals with Annaleah's relationship -- or lack thereof -- with her
parents. Her "relationship" with her father was especially striking.

"You Are Not Here" is written in poetic line form, which was distracting at first, but I soon got used to it and
read it as if it was regular prose. This is a stylistic choice that, I felt, didn't detract from the power of the
novel overall.

I would heartily recommend this book to readers 13 and up, especially those who have experienced the death
of a loved one.

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Courtesy of Teens Read Too
By TeensReadToo
I was excited to see Samantha Schutz had written a novel. Her memoir, I DON'T WANT TO BE CRAZY,
revealed her talent as a writer and her tremendous ability to describe her own very raw and painful
experiences.



YOU ARE NOT HERE is a novel in verse. The focus is on Annaleah and the sudden and tragic death of
someone near and dear to her.

If pressed, Annaleah would not be able to articulate her true relationship with Brian. They've been seeing
each other for a short while and have shared a first kiss and much more, but to say he is her boyfriend still
doesn't seem quite right. Their relationship has not included any outsiders. When Annaleah visits Brian, he
always hustles her out before his father comes home. She hasn't really shared her budding romance with
friends, either. Her one attempt to describe her feelings about Brian brought harsh criticism from her closest
friend, Marissa. And as far as introducing Brian to her mother, forget about it. Better to leave that woman in
the dark.

Because of the secretive nature of their relationship, when Brian suddenly dies while playing basketball,
Annaleah has nowhere to turn. Since no one truly understands, she withdraws, spending all her time either in
her room or visiting his gravesite. Their relationship was viewed as casual, causing Annaleah's mother and
friends to look upon her continued grieving as unnecessary and ridiculous. Unable to explain, Annaleah sinks
deeper and deeper into despair as she mourns the loss of a young man she realizes may not even have loved
her.

Schutz explores the human reaction to death and loss in YOU ARE NOT HERE. The process of grieving is
such a personal experience, and Schutz demonstrates that fact as she takes Annaleah on this often lonesome
journey. Readers looking for a "problem" type novel will find this fast read satisfying, although rather
predictable.

Reviewed by: Sally Kruger, aka "Readingjunky"

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Too little too late
By K.
"You Are Not Here" is, i am sure, a book that will be therapeutic for a grieving teen. It will resonate with
authenticity for anyone who has experienced death or rejection, and for that reason, i think this book has
some merit.

However.

As for the "fiction" aspect of this book, I am disappointed. It has nothing to do with it being written in verse
form. In fact,one of the best books i've ever read was written in verse (check out After the Kiss). The
problem is with the verse form being fairly one-note and bland (AGAIN, if you want to read a mind-
blowingly well written book of this type, read After the Kiss) and the fact that it takes 3/4 of the book for
anything "novel" to actually happen.

This is one book that i'd recommend skipping. I think you can figure out what i WOULD recommend
picking up instead.

See all 16 customer reviews...
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